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Sympathy, suggestion, and imitation—the three manifesta-
tions of mimesis—are the chief factors operative in producing
the crowd effect. To these Le Bon would add a sense or feeling
of power. He says:
The individual, forming part of a crowd, acquires, solely from
numerical considerations, a sentiment of invincible power which
allows him to yield to instincts which, had he been alone, he would
perforce have kept under restraint.1
Feelings and actions normally inhibited are inhibited no
longer; the individual feels that he can do as he pleases,
and loses all sense of responsibility. Public bodies frequently
come to stupid decisions which are beneath the level of in-
telligence of any one member, simply because no one assumes
responsibility and leadership. Such stupid decisions are due
to what has been called the law of fusion and arrest. When
out of a number of individuals a new group-organism is
formed and is not yet organized, it is only the mental character-
istics that are common to all which fuse, while those that are
peculiar to individuals arrest one another. When Le Bon tells
us that
the decisions affecting matters of general interest come to by an
assembly of men of distinction, but specialists in different walks of
life, are not sensibly superior to the decisions that would be adopted
by a gathering of imbeciles,2
his palpable exaggeration brings home this important truth.
*eThe heterogeneous is swamped by the homogeneous," 2 and
it is only the highest common factor that counts. Now in
any gathering of human beings whatsoever there is always
a common measure of homogeneity—namely, the instincts.
They will always tend to fuse, giving us the well-known
phenomenon of mob-behaviour. Without leadership it is only
the lowest interests that are held in common, and they re-
inforce one another from individual to individual according
to the law of mimesis. To take a further example, when a
gathering of men has no common intellectual, artistic, or
athletic interest the conversation tends to sink to a deplorably
low level*
1  Tht Crowd, p. 33.	» Op. dt.t p. 3».

